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Introduction
This series of demonstration routines is designed to show the capabilities of the Solartron CellTest 
system as applied to tests on batteries, fuel cells and supercapacitors. The demonstration routines 
may be modified as required for tests on other types of cell, for instance for corrosion or general 
electrochemical cells, though tests on these cells may be more suited to using the Scribner 
Associates Inc. Multistat software used together with the CellTest system hardware (1470E + 145x 
series FRAs). For tutorials on the use of Multistat software together with CellTest hardware, refer to 
the help files provided with the Multistat software.

Customer demonstrations without instruments
These demonstration guides are designed in such a way that they can be used even if 
instrumentation hardware is not present. The guides may be shown to customers; each of these 
contains an introduction which explains the purpose of the experiment, what equipment is required 
to actually run the experiment, the connections required to the test cell, the key points of the 
software setup and some example results with conclusions.

In addition to this, CellTest software may be installed on your PC (a version of the software is 
available for installation from the CellTest system launch information CDrom and the very latest 
version is available for free download from the Solartron website). In the demonstration guide folder 
on the CD, is a sub-folder called "CellTest demos <date>". If this complete folder is copied to your 
PC hard-drive, for example into "C:\mydata\celltest\", then the whole series of demonstration files 
(experiment, schedule, data) can be examined on the PC screen. Simply access the sub-folder and 
double click "CellTest Demonstrati.ctp" to run CellTest and automatically load the demonstration 
project. A project tree will then be shown, which can be navigated to see the various setup and 
data files. If a ".GRA" file is double clicked with the mouse, the appropriate graph is loaded and the 
cursors can be used to examine results in more detail, or the format of the results can be changed 
by right clicking on the graph and entering the setup menu. There are also PDF files under each 
experiment that can be opened to read about experimental setup etc. Some experiments have 
associated Excel files that can also be opened from the project tree (assuming Excel is installed on 
that PC).

By simply discussing the information in these guides with the customer, the customer will gain an 
immediate understanding of the range of tests the equipment is able to perform. 

Customer demonstrations with instruments
If instrumentation is available, it is possible to run any of the experiments listed in the project tree 
by clicking on the run key on the menu bar (traffic light icon). The new data files can either be 
overwritten or saved separately as preferred.
Equipment needed to run these demonstrations
- CellTest software installed on the PC (refer to CellTest system brochure for PC requirements).
- Solartron 1470E multi-channel potentiostat with all options fitted
- One or more Solartron 145x series frequency response analyzers
- one or more battery demonstration test boxes (or any rechargeable AAcell from a local store

Connections
Follow the instructions on each guide carefully to connect to the test cell(s). Incorrect connections 
may result in cell damage so be careful to properly connect equipment to test cells.
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Software Setup
Some details of the schedule and experiment setup are given in each demonstration guide, however 
for full details check the actual setup in the software. Points of special interest regarding the setup 
are noted in this section, for example, ideas for using loops to repeat parts of the sequence, or how 
to extend the necessarily brief demonstration tests into actual practical full length tests.

Results
Example results are shown in each guide so that these may be discussed with customers even if 
there is no PC available to run the software and show results on screen. This allows customers to 
have a close understanding of how the equipment works without actually having the demonstration 
equipment there.

Other uses for the demonstration guides
These are not only useful for demonstrating the capabilities of the software and instrumentation, 
they are also very useful "getting started" guides for customers to start becoming familiar with the 
system. The demonstrations can easily be customized to their own requirements and this saves the 
worry of setting up experiments from scratch. 

We hope that these guides will give everyone an understanding of how the system works and what 
are its capabilities. Further demonstration guides will be added from time to time so please contact 
Solartron if you have ideas for additional guides or would like to check on what is currently avail-
able.

DG01 ohmic drop DG02 state of charge

DG03 auxiliary channels DG04 high current tests

DG05 harmonic analysis DG06 GSM pulse (mobile phone)

DG07 multichannel AC and DC DG08 single sine vs multi-sine

Set Point 1

Set Point 2


